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Abstract

3D plane recovery from a single image can usually be
divided into several subtasks of plane detection, segmen-
tation, parameter estimation and possibly depth estima-
tion. Previous works tend to solve it by either extend-
ing the RCNN-based segmentation network or the dense
pixel embedding-based clustering framework. However,
none of them tried to integrate above related subtasks into
a unified framework but treated them separately and se-
quentially, which we suspect is potentially a main source
of performance limitation for existing approaches. Moti-
vated by this finding and the success of query-based learn-
ing in enriching reasoning among semantic entities, in this
paper, we propose PlaneRecTR, a Transformer-based ar-
chitecture, which for the first time unifies all subtasks re-
lated to single-view plane recovery with a single compact
model. Extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments
demonstrate that our proposed unified learning achieves
mutual benefits across subtasks, obtaining a new state-of-
the-art performance on public ScanNet and NYUv2-Plane
datasets. Codes are available at https://github.
com/SJingjia/PlaneRecTR.

1. Introduction
Immersing in a virtual 3D world involves efficient rea-

soning about surrounding scenes, whose properties need
to be frequently updated. Though tremendous efforts have
been paid to create authentic 3D geometry from multi-view
image observations or even a single image, a trade-off ex-
ists between the reconstruction quality and efficiency, de-
pending on the underlying scene representations [7, 21, 37,
38, 39]. 3D maps composed of sparse primitives such as
point clouds are light-weight to maintain but lack topo-
logical structures, while dense geometry like volumetric
grids and meshes are computational intensive to acquire and
maintain. In this spectrum, planar representation has been
proven to be a reliable alternative, which is compact, effi-
cient, expressive and generalizable enough to be deployed
ubiquitously as well. Therefore, in practice it would always
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Figure 1. Illustration of PlaneRecTR. Our core idea is to use
unified query learning to jointly model all subtasks of single-view
plane recovery and output plane-level predictions, which achieves
mutual benefits among tasks and enables higher performance.

be ideal to infer planar information purely from a video se-
quence, or even a single image. Being a challenging and
yet fundamentally ill-posed computer vision problem, sin-
gle view plane recovery/reconstruction has been extensively
researched and focused so far. There have been early at-
tempts using image processing to extract low-level primi-
tives, such as line segments and vanishing points, to extract
planar structures from the input image [8, 15].

As Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have be-
come the major approach to tackle vision problems in the
past few years, their excelling in performance gradually
spreads to the plane estimation task. Pioneering works such
as PlaneNet [17] and PlaneRCNN [16] propose CNN-based
efficient solutions to piece-wise planar structure recovery
from a single image in a top-down manner. There have
also been bottom-up solutions such as PlaneAE [35] and
PlaneTR [23] which obtain plane-level masks by a post-
clustering procedure on top of learned deep pixel-wise em-
bedding space. Recently, Transformers [25], as another ma-
jor type of fundamental vision models, have made great
progress on various vision tasks [26, 9, 33, 24, 28]. The
success of vision Transformers does not merely comes from
its realization of global/long-range interaction across im-
ages via attention mechanisms, another important aspect is
the design of query-based set predictions, initially proposed
in Detection Transformer (DETR) [3] to enable reasoning
between detected instances and global context. The intro-
duction of query learning technique to vision Transformers
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has been further proven to be effective in several high-level
vision tasks including instance and semantic segmentation
[5, 4, 32], video panoptic segmentation [29, 36], etc. Plan-
eTR [23] is an early attempt of using such ideas in single-
view plane reconstruction. Motivated by the structured-
guided learning, PlaneTR integrate additional geometric
cues like line segments into its training process, leading to
state-of-the-art performance on the ScanNet dataset and un-
seen NYUv2-Plane dataset.

However, all of above mentioned single-view plane re-
covery methods somewhat dis-entangle the prediction of
principle components required for plane reconstruction.
Specifically, PlaneRCNN [16] learns to predict plane off-
sets from a monocular depth prediction branch while other
attributes such as plane masks and normals are estimated
separately from colour images. PlaneTR [23] also learns to
predict a monocular depth map apart from the Transformer
module, which is later used for acquiring plane segmenta-
tion masks via associate embedding clustering [35]. Un-
der such cases, these closely related prediction subtasks are
usually interleaved and we conjecture this could be one per-
formance bottleneck for existing data-driven approaches.

Motivated by this finding, we seek to borrow recent ad-
vance in query-based learning and aim to design a single,
compact and unified model to jointly learn all plane-related
tasks. We expect such design would achieve a mutual ben-
efits among tasks and improve the existing performance of
single view plane reconstruction. Extensive experimental
results on two public benchmark datasets show that with-
out using neighbouring views [16] nor extra structural cues
[23] during training, our unified querying learning model,
named PlaneRecTR, achieves new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance with a concise structure. Additionally, we have also
found such framework can well take the advancements in
fundamental vision models and is able to further increase
its performance given stronger backbones.

To summarize, our contribution are as follows:

• We proposed a first single unified framework to ad-
dress the single view plane reconstruction task, where
all related subtasks including plane detection, plane
parameter estimation, plane segmentation and depth
prediction are jointly inferred in a multi-task manner
motivated by query-based learning.

• Extensive numerical evaluation and visual compar-
isons demonstrate the benefits of our proposed uni-
fied query learning, which has been proven to take
full advantage of plane semantic and geometric cues
to achieve mutual benefits.

• We have achieved state-of-the-art single image plane
recovery performance on the public ScanNet and
NYUv2-Plane datasets, surpassing existing CNN-
based and Transformer-based baselines. In addition,
we have shown that our model could keep benefiting

from stronger backbone vision models.

2. Related Work
2.1. 3D Plane Recovery from a Single Image

Traditional methods for 3D plane recovery from a sin-
gle image often rely on strong assumptions of scenes
[2, 8, 10](e.g., the Manhattan world assumption), or require
manual extraction of primitives [8, 10, 15], such as super-
pixels, vanishing points and line segments, which may not
be applicable to actual scenes. In contrast, recent learning-
based approaches have alleviated such limitations leverag-
ing large-scale training corpus, which have witnessed excit-
ing progress in single view plane recovery.

PlaneNet [17] is the first to propose an end-to-end learn-
ing framework for this task, it also generates a large dataset
of planar depth maps by utilizing the ScanNet dataset
[6]. PlaneRecover [34] presents an unsupervised learn-
ing approach that specifically targets outdoor scenes. Both
PlaneNet and PlaneRecover can only predict a fixed num-
ber of planes. PlaneRCNN [16] tackles the limitation and
extracts an arbitrary number of planes with their parame-
ters and segmentation masks by using a proposal-based in-
stance segmentation framework, i.e., Mask R-CNN [11].
It also proposes a segmentation refinement network and
a warping loss between frames to improve performance.
The proposal-based method requires multiple steps to suc-
cessively tackle subtasks of 3D plane recovery including
plane detection, plane segmentation, plane normal estima-
tion, global depth estimation, plane offset calculation and
plane refinement, therefore the overall pipeline are decou-
pled where planar attributes are usually inferred given pre-
dicted plane segmentation.

On the other hand, PlaneAE [35] leverages a proposal-
free instance segmentation approach, which uses mean shift
clustering to group embedding vectors within planar re-
gions. PlaneTR [23] inherits the design of DETR [3] to de-
tect possible plane instances and estimate plane parameters
in parallel, followed by plane segmentation generated by
pixel clustering like PlaneAE [35]. Specifically, its Trans-
former branch only predicts instance-level plane informa-
tion, thus post-processing like clustering is still required to
carry out pixel-wise segmentation. The global depth is in-
ferred by another convolution branch.

Therefore, existing advanced methods, whether based on
direct CNN prediction or embedding clustering, still divide
the whole 3D plane recovery task into several stages.

2.2. Vision Transformers

Transformer [25] has recently become a popular fun-
damental vision model to solve computer vision prob-
lems [26, 9, 33, 24, 28]. Researchers have employed vi-
sion Transformers to develop new methods, e.g., DETR
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Figure 2. Overview of our proposed PlaneRecTR. Our model consists of three main modules: (1) A pixel-level module to extract dense
pixel-wise image features; (2) A Transformer module to jointly predict 4 plane-related properties from each plane query, including plane
classification probability, plane parameter, mask and depth embedding; (3) A plane-level module to calculate dense plane-level binary
masks/depths, then filter non-plane predictions and produce the final 3D plane recovery.

[3], which treats object detection as a direct set predic-
tion problem using a Transformer encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. DETR uses a fixed number of learned object queries
to reason about object relations and global image context,
enabling to output the final set of predictions in parallel.
Building on the success of DETR, Maskformer [5] and
Mask2former [4] have introduced a pixel-level decoder to
solve both semantic-level and instance-level segmentation
tasks in a unified manner. Besides, there have been other
inspiring works [36, 14, 13, 31] to tackle different 3D vi-
sion tasks through vision Transformers. For example, Poly-
phonicformer [36] brings the merits of query-based reason-
ing into joint depth and panoptic prediction to solve Depth-
aware Video Panoptic Segmentation (DVPS) task. Mon-
oDTR [14] proposes a depth-aware Transformer network to
integrates context and depth features for monocular 3D ob-
ject detection. Our method is also a Transformer-based ar-
chitecture and leverages query learning to unify all subtasks
of plane recovery.

3. Method
In this section, we present architecture details and train-

ing configurations of PlaneRecTR. We start by first in-
troducing the overall architecture of PlaneRecTR in Sec-
tion 3.1, and then describe the inference process of recover-
ing 3D planes in Section 3.2. Finally, we discuss the train-
ing process and its objective functions in Section 3.3.

3.1. Unified Query Learning for Plane Recovery

Inspired by the recent successes of DETR [3] and
Mask2Former [4] in object detection and instance segmen-
tation, we find that, it is not impossible to tackle the chal-

lenging monocular planar reconstruction task using a sin-
gle, compact and unified framework, thanks to the merits of
query-based reasoning to enable joint modeling of multiple
tasks.

As shown in Figure 2, our PlaneRecTR consists of
three main modules: (1) A pixel-level module to learn
dense pixel-wise deep embedding of the input colour image.
(2) A Transformer-based unified query learning module to
jointly predict four target properties for each of N learn-
able plane queries, including plane classification probability
pi, plane parameter ni, mask embedding, and depth embed-
ding (i ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ]). Specifically, pi is the probability to
judge whether the ith query corresponds to a plane or not;
ni

.
= ñi/di ∈ R3, where ñi ∈ R3 is its plane normal and di

is the distance from the ith plane to camera center, i.e., off-
set. (3) A plane-level module to generate plane-level mask
mi and plane-level depth di through mask and depth em-
bedding (i ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ]). And then we remove non-plane
query hypothesis while combining the remaining ones for
final image-wise plane recovery. These three modules will
be described in details bellow.

Pixel-Level Module. Given an image of size H × W as
input, we use the pre-trained ResNet-50 [12] as the back-
bone model to extract image feature maps. Similar to
Mask2Former, a multi-scale convolutional pixel decoder is
used to produce a set of dense feature maps with four scales,
denoted as follows:

F = {F1 ∈ RC1×H/32×W/32, F2 ∈ RC2×H/16×W/16,

F3 ∈ RC3×H/8×W/8, Epixel ∈ RCE×HE×WE}.
(1)

Among these, the first three feature maps {F1, F2, F3}
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are fed to the Transformer module, while the last one Epixel,
a dense per-pixel embedding of resolution HE = H/4
and WE = W/4, is used for computing plane-level binary
masks and plane-level depths.

Transformer Module. We use the Transformer decoder
with masked attention proposed in [4], which computes N
plane-level embeddings from above mentioned multi-scale
feature maps {F1, F2, F3} and N learnable plane queries.
The predicted embeddings are then independently projected
to four target properties by four different multi-layer per-
ceptrons (MLPs). Overall, the Transformer module predicts
required planar attributes through N plane queries (upper
left part in Figure 2).

Plane-Level Module. As shown in upper right part of
Figure 2, we obtain a dense plane-level binary mask mi ∈
[0, 1]HE×WE /depth prediction di ∈ RHE×WE by a dot prod-
uct between the ith mask/depth embedding and the dense
per-pixel embedding Epixel from previous two modules, re-
spectively.

Please note that we have also investigated the idea of
learning two individual pixel decoders for semantics and
depth specific dense embeddings to predict planar masks
and depths separately. However, we did not observe a clear
performance improvement, and therefore stick to current
set-up with a shared Epixel for sake of efficiency.

We finally obtain N plane-level predictions {yi =
(pi, ni,mi, di)}Ni=1 by the plane-level module, and each
plane-level prediction contains all the information needed
to recover a possible 3D plane.

3.2. 3D Plane Recovery during Inference

In this section, we briefly discuss how to recover 3D
planes from our plane-level predictions. For the N plane-
level predictions {yi}Ni=1 predicted by the network, we first
drop non-plane components according to the plane clas-
sification probability pi, leading to a subset of K planes
(i.e.,K ≤ N ). For each pixel in the planar regions, we
calculate argmax

i
{mi}Ki=1 to obtain the most likely plane

index as the final global segmentation mask.
In this simple and efficient manner, we can use the net-

work predictions to create 3D plane reconstruction of the
input frame. Note that plane-level depths are not involved
during inference and we use plane parameters and segmen-
tation to infer planar depths. We experimentally found that
this design also leads to more structural and smooth geomet-
ric predictions than that relying on direct depth predictions.

3.3. Network Training

Plane-level Depth Training. Previous methods tend to
predict a global depth by separate network branches to cal-
culate plane offset [16] or use depth as additional cues to
formulate segmentation masks [35, 23]. In contrast, our

method tries to achieve mutual benefits between planar se-
mantic and geometric reasoning, we leverage joint query
learning to unify all components of plane recovery in a con-
cise multi-task manner. As a result, we explicitly predict
dense plane-level depths, binary-masks, plane probabilities
and parameters from a shared feature space, which is pro-
duced and refined via attention mechanism of the Trans-
former.

Bipartite Matching. During training, one important step
is to build optimal correspondences between N predicted
planes and M ground truth planes. Following bipartite
matching of [4, 23], we search for a permutation σ̂ by min-
imizing a matching defined cost function D:

σ̂ = argmin
σ

M∑
i=1

D
(
ŷi, yσ(i)

)
, (2)

D = −ω1 pσ(i) (p̂i) + 1{p̂i=1} ω2 L1

(
n̂i, nσ(i)

)
+ 1{p̂i=1} ω3 L1

(
d̂i, dσ(i)m̂i

)
+ 1{p̂i=1} ω4 Lce

+ 1{p̂i=1} ω5 Ldice, (3)

where ŷi = (p̂i, n̂i, m̂i, d̂i) are the ith ground-truth plane
attributes; σ(i) indicates the matched index of the predict
planes to the ground truth ŷi; ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4 and ω5 are
weighting terms and set to 2, 1, 2, 5, 5, respectively. Here
we additional consider the influence of mask and depth
quality using a mask binary cross-entropy loss Lce [4], a
mask dice loss Ldice [20] and an L1 depth loss, respectively.

Loss Functions. After bipartite matching, the final train-
ing objectives, i.e., the total loss L is formulated by four
parts as follows:

L =

M∑
i=1

(
λL(i)

cls + L(i)
param + L(i)

mask + λL(i)
depth

)
, (4)

where λ is a weight to balance the magnitude for loss terms
and is set to 2 in this paper. Lcls and Lparam are a plane
classification loss and a plane parameter loss, in a similar
form to previous work [23].

Different from [23], the left two loss terms in our paper
Lmask and Ldepth are designed to explicitly learn dense pla-
nar masks and depths. Specifically, we have plane segmeta-
tion mask prediction loss as a combination of cross-entropy
loss and dice loss:

L(i)
mask =1{p̂i=1} β1Lce+

1{p̂i=1} β2Ldice, (5)

where β1 = 5 and β2 = 5. The depth prediction loss is in a
typical L1 form:

L(i)
depth =1{p̂i=1}L1

(
d̂i, dσ(i)m̂i

)
. (6)
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4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the

performance of the proposed PlaneRecTR on two public
datasets. Then, we ablate structural designs of PlaneRecTR
to demonstrate that multiple subtasks of plane recovery can
benefit each other through unified query learning.

Datasets. We train and evaluate PlaneRecTR on two pop-
ular benchmarks: ScanNet [6] and NYUv2-Plane [22].

ScanNet dataset is a large-scale RGB-D video collection
of 1,513 indoor scenes. We use piece-wise planar ground-
truth generated by PlaneNet [17], which contains 50,000
training and 760 testing images with resolution 256 × 192.

NYUv2-Plane dataset is a planar variant of the original
NYUv2 dataset [22] provided by [17]. It has 654 testing im-
ages with resolution 256 × 192. Please note that NYUv2-
Plane is adopted to highlight generalization capability of
plane recovery methods without any further fine-tuning.

Evaluation Metrics. For the entire task of 3D plane re-
covery, we adopt per-plane and per-pixel recalls to evalu-
ate our PlaneRecTR and baselines, following [23, 35]. The
per-plane/pixel recall metric is defined as the percentage of
the correctly predicted ground truth planes/pixels. A plane
is considered being correctly predicted if its segmentation
Intersection over Union (IoU), depth normal and plane off-
set errors satisfy pre-defined thresholds. Specifically, the
segmentation threshold of IoU is set to 0.5, while the error
thresholds of depth/surface normal vary from 0.05m/2.5° to
0.6m/30°, with an increment of 0.05m/2.5°.

Additionally, for evaluating plane segmentation, we ap-
ply three popular metrics[1, 34]: variation of information
(VI), rand index (RI) and segmentation covering (SC). For
evaluating plane parameter, we obtained the best match by
minimizing the L1 cost between K predicted plane param-
eters and M ground truth plane parameters, and then sepa-
rately compute the average errors of plane normal and off-
set. As to NYUv2-Plane dataset, depth accuracy are evalu-
ated on structured planar regions to highlight plane recovery
performance [17, 23].

Network Variants. We note a few important architectural
differences w.r.t. model designs and learning tasks. To re-
flect the contributions of our key design choices, we con-
sider (1) explicit plane-level binary mask prediction (M),
(2) plane-level depth prediction (D), (3) plane parameter es-
timation (P), and thus denote network varieties in Table 1.

4.1. Implementation Detail

Our network is implemented with Detectron2 [30]. We
train our network on the ScanNet training set with total
of 34 epochs on a single NVIDIA TITAN V GPU. We
use AdamW optimizer [19] with an initial learning rate of
1 × 10−4 and a weight decay of 0.05. The batch size is set
to 16.

Name Backbone Task ’M’ Task ’P’ Task ’D’
PlaneRecTR ResNet-50 ✓ ✓ ✓

PlaneRecTR (-D) ResNet-50 ✓ ✓ -
PlaneRecTR (-M-D) ResNet-50 - ✓ -
PlaneRecTR (-P-D) ResNet-50 ✓ - -

PlaneRecTR (HRNet-32) HRNet-32 [27] ✓ ✓ ✓
PlaneRecTR (Swin-B) Swin-B [18] ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1. Our PlaneRecTR variants during experiments. (‘-X’ indi-
cates the network is trained without task ‘X’)

4.2. Results on the ScanNet Dataset

Qualitative Results. In this section, we present qualita-
tive results of our single-view plane reconstruction on a va-
riety of unseen ScanNet scenes in both 2D and 3D domains.
As can be seen in Figure 3, our PlaneRecTR is able to pre-
dict accurate plane segmentation masks and plane parame-
ters, as well as reasonable 3D plane reconstructions.

We further show detailed visual comparisons to PlaneTR
[23], up-to-date the strongest single-view plane recovery
approach, in Figure 4. Although PlaneTR has integrated ex-
tra structural cues like line segments of scenes, it is exciting
to see that our approach, mainly benefiting from the explicit
joint modelling of plane geometry and segmentation, is able
to predict crisper plane segmentation mask and discriminate
planes with similar normals (columns (b) and (c) of Figure
4) , with more complete and holistic structures.

Quantitative Results. In this section, we conduct exten-
sive quantitative evaluations towards previous state-of-the-
art learning-based plane recovery methods: PlaneNet [17],
PlaneRCNN [16], PlaneAE [35] and PlaneTR [23].

Like [23], PlaneRCNN is shown here mainly as a refer-
ence because of its learning with a different ScanNet train-
ing set-up. We thus focus on numerical comparison towards
other recent baselines. We use public implementation of
PlaneTR [23] and its provided pre-trained weights to report
corresponding performance.

In terms of segmentation accuracy, Table 2 shows that
on challenging ScanNet we achieve a new state-of-the-
art plane segmentation performance, outperforming leading
PlaneTR with a relative large margin especially in the VI
metric. To further demonstrate the flexibility of our method,
we have shown improved versions of PlaneRecTR by re-
placing ResNet-50 backbone [12] with the same HRNet-32
backbone [27] as PlaneTR or a SwinTransformer-B model
[18]. The performance gap widens and shows that our
framework could benefit from ongoing research in devel-
oping more powerful fundamental vision models.

As to performance of entire plane recovery task, we dis-
play per-pixel and per-plane recalls of depth and plane nor-
mal on the ScanNet dataset, respectively (see Figure 5).
With varying thresholds from 0.05 to 0.6 meters and from
2.5 to 30 degrees for depth and normal evaluations, our
method consistently outperforms all baselines, indicating
more precise predictions of plane parameters, segmentation
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Figure 3. 3D plane recovery results of PlaneRecTR on the ScanNet dataset. See Appendix for 3D segmentaion visualization.

mask and planar depths. We want to further highlight the
significant improvement w.r.t. per-plane recall, our meth-
ods could efficiently discover structural planes of various
scales, in contrast to [23] which tends to miss planes with
small areas or sharing similar geometry (see Figure 4).

We own the improvements to the explicit joint modelling
of plane detection, plane parameter estimation, plane seg-
mentation and depth prediction as a multi-task querying
learning problem, and we will give detailed ablation studies
in Section 4.4.

4.3. Results on the NYUv2-Plane Dataset

The NYUv2-Plane dataset is chosen here mainly to ver-
ify the generalization capability of our method on unseen
novel indoor scenes. As shown in Table 2, our method still
achieves leading plane segmentation accuracy in all metrics
without any fine-tuning. Please check the bottom part of
Figure 4 for more detailed visual comparisons. In Table 3,
we focus on pixel-wise depth accuracy in planar regions,
thus we treat PlaneTR [23] as the targeting baseline for a
fair comparison and others as reference. Our base pipeline

Method ScanNet NYUv2-Plane
VI ↓ RI ↑ SC ↑ VI ↓ RI ↑ SC ↑

PlaneNet [17] 1.259 0.858 0.716 1.813 0.753 0.558
PlaneRCNN [16] 1.337 0.845 0.690 1.596 0.839 0.612

PlaneAE [35] 1.025 0.907 0.791 1.393 0.887 0.681
PlaneTR [23] 0.767 0.925 0.838 1.163 0.891 0.712
PlaneRecTR 0.698 0.936 0.854 1.130 0.905 0.722

PlaneRecTR (HRNet-32) 0.679 0.937 0.857 1.049 0.912 0.738
PlaneRecTR (Swin-B) 0.651 0.943 0.866 1.045 0.915 0.745

Table 2. Comparison of plane segmentation results on the ScanNet
dataset and NYUv2-Plane dataset.

Method Rel↓ log10 ↓ RMSE↓ δ1 ↑ δ2 ↑ δ3 ↑
PlaneNet [17] 0.236 0.124 0.913 53.0 78.3 90.4
PlaneAE [35] 0.205 0.097 0.820 61.3 87.2 95.8

PlaneRCNN [16] 0.183 0.076 0.619 71.8 93.1 98.3
PlaneTR [23] 0.199 0.100 0.700 59.6 86.6 96.3
PlaneRecTR 0.202 0.100 0.729 59.5 87.4 96.0

PlaneRecTR (HRNet-32) 0.178 0.087 0.635 66.6 91.1 97.7
PlaneRecTR (Swin-B) 0.157 0.073 0.547 74.2 94.2 99.0

Table 3. Depth accuracy comparison on the NYUv2 dataset.

performs on-par with PlaneTR and outperforms PlaneNet
[17] and PlanAE [35]. When our backbone is replaced from
ResNet-50 [12] to the same HRNet-32 [27] as PlaneTR, our
performance is significantly better than PlaneTR. PlaneR-
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(a) Input (b) PlaneTR Mask (c) Ours Mask (d) GT Mask (e) PlaneTR 3D (f) Ours 3D (g) GT 3D

Figure 4. Comparison of plane reconstruction results on the ScanNet (top 6 rows) and NYUv2-Plane (bottom 4 rows) datasets. See
Appendix for comparison of depth and 3D segmentation.

Figure 5. Per-pixel and per-plane recalls on the ScanNet dataset. See Appendix for more details.

CNN [16], with a ResNet-101 backbone, achieves better
performance, partly caused by its utilization of neighbour-
ing multi-view information and higher resolution images

during training, while ours is trained with a single image
without using extra cues [16, 23]. Nevertheless, we have
found that the benefit using more discriminative backbones
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Method

Per-Pixel/Per-Plane Recalls ↑ Plane Parameters

Depth Normal Estimation Errors ↓

@0.10 m @0.60 m @5◦ @30◦ Normal (°) Offset (mm)

PlaneRecTR (-M-D) - - - - 10.97 177.69

PlaneRecTR(-D) 50.28/43.36 82.87/72.29 61.42/47.80 83.44/71.11 10.27 (-0.70) 166.85 (-10.84)

PlaneRecTR 53.07/45.07 83.60/72.84 62.75/48.48 83.85/71.33 10.23 (-0.74) 165.13(-12.56)

Table 4. Ablation studies of PlaneRecTR’s unified settings on the
ScanNet dataset.

(e.g., HRNet-32, Swin-B) also transfers to our generaliza-
tion ability in novel scenes, resulting in a huge performance
boost to reach a leading planar depth accuracy (see bottom
two rows of Table 3). We present more evaluation results
of 3D plane recovery on the NYUv2-Plane dataset in Ap-
pendix.

4.4. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct detailed ablation studies on
the ScanNet dataset and show the effectiveness of each key
design choice in our method.

Effects of Jointly Predicting Plane-Level Depths. One
key difference to previous Transformer-based [23] and
CNN-based baselines [17, 35, 16] is that, instead of learn-
ing monocular (planar) depth prediction in an individual
branch/network, we predict plane-level depths based on
shared representation for plane detection, segmentation and
parameter prediction. It turns out that this simple design
choice leads to promising performance increment, achieve
mutual benefits among these tasks. Bottom two rows of Ta-
ble 4 show that augmenting depth prediction task to query
learning affects per-pixel and per-plane recalls of depth and
normal, plane parameter errors (normal and offset). It is
worth to note the significant recall rates gain especially un-
der the strict (lower) thresholds.

Effects of Predicting Dense Plane-Level Masks. Com-
pared to our closest Transformer-based baseline PlaneTR,
we also differs in getting plane-level masks via a dense pre-
diction instead of post-clustering from dense embeddings
and depth information. Rightmost two columns of Table 4
have shown that explicitly driving to learn per-plane masks
significantly boosts the accuracy of plane parameter esti-
mation of our method, even when direct depth supervision
is not available.

Plane Segmentation and Geometry Prediction. We also
investigate whether the powerful segmentation framework
could further benefit from learning plane geometry (plane
parameters and depths). The experiment results shows that
there are marginal numerical gains in terms of plane seg-
mentation task comparing our complete model to the variant
PlaneRecTR (-P-D). Fortunately, we do observe clear qual-
itative improvements. As shown in Figure 6, our complete
model manages to distinguish detailed planar structures and

(a) Input (b) Ours (-P-D) (c) Ours (d) GT

Figure 6. Plane segmentation comparison of PlaneRecTR(-P-D)
and PlaneRecTR.

even predict more fine-grained and sound plane segmenta-
tion than ground truth annotation, which, however, could
possibly be penalized during quantitative evaluation (bot-
tom row of Figure 6 where bedstead labelling is missing).

5. Conclusion
Our proposed PlaneRecTR unifies plane related tasks

including plane detection, plane parameter estimation,
plane segmentation and depth estimation into a single
Transformer-based module, its learnable plane queries im-
plement explicit joint modelling and mutual benefits of
plane-level semantic and geometric information in chal-
lenging single-view plane recovery task. We have shown
that the simple yet effective design leads to obtain SOTA
performance on the public ScanNet and NYUv2-Plane
datasets. Ablation studies and visual examples validate our
motivation and key design choices. More importantly, we
have observed that the continually developing backbone vi-
sion models could further push the boundary of our per-
formance, allowing our framework to be updated with new
findings in such area with a plug-and-play manner. How-
ever, our method could only work on planar regions of a sin-
gle image while it is more practical to build accurate planar
reconstructions from a sparse set of views, possibly holis-
tic geometric reasoning as well. We see this as an exciting
venue to explore in the recent future.
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